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There%is%broad%consensus%that%firms%that%operate%in%the%same%sector,%particularly%

industrial% firms,% tend% to% be% located% in% the% same% areas.% Furthermore,% these% areas%
generally%comprise%large%firms.%The%objective%of%this%paper%is%to%contribute%to%this%
discussion,% proposing% a% method% based% on% Scan<Test% to% explore% the% spatial%
distribution% of% firms.% This% methodology% enables% us% to% work% with% continuous% or%
discrete%space,%identify%and%delimit%each%cluster,%and%associate%a%degree%of%intensity%
and% statistical% significance% to% each% clusters.% The% technique% is% illustrated%with% the%
identification% of% a% cluster% of% high<tech% and% knowledge<intensive% service% firms% in%
Toronto.%
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1. Introduction. 
There%is%broad%consensus%that%firms%that%operate%in%the%same%sector,%particularly%

industrial% firms,% tend% to% be% located% in% the% same% areas.% Furthermore,% these% areas%
generally% comprise% large% firms.% In% the% last% twenty% years,% geographers% and%
economists% have% studied% different%methodologies% for% objectively% quantifying% the%
presence% of% spatial% patterns% of% firms% engaged% in% the% same% economic% activity,%
exploring% its% relationship% to% firm% size.% These% methods% have% been% applied% to%
different%economies,%with%similar%results%in%different%countries%and%regions%(United%
States,%the%European%Union,%Great%Britain,%Sweden,%France,%Germany,%Australia%and%
Spain,% to% mention% just% a% few% examples),% paying% special% attention% to% business%
activities%in%industrial%and%service%sectors.%
The% evolution% of% these% indicators% has% shown% a% clear% trend,% associated% to%

increasingly% available% information% and% the%development%of% increasingly%powerful%
tools%to%explore%the%spatial%patterns%of%economic%activity%(Arbia%et%al.%2008%refers%to%
three%generations%of%indicators).%The%first%approximations%are%based%on%indicators%
that% aimed% to% summarise% all% the% information% in% a% single% figure% (locational% Gini,%
Herfindahl,% Ellison%and%Glaeser,% etc.,% first% and% second%generation%measurements).%
More% sophisticated% indicators% (both% in% the% information% used% and% their% results)%
were%subsequently%developed.%%
The%work% of% Ellison% and% Glaeser% (1997)% is% the% primary% reference% in% this% first%

group% of% indicators.% The% authors% present% one% of% the% most% commonly% used%
indicators% to% assess% the% degree% of% agglomeration% of% economic% activity,% the%
agglomeration% (E<G)% index.% With% a% very% similar% approach,% Maurel% and% Sédillot%
(1999)% and% Devereux% et% al.% (2004)% develop% different% variants% of% this% indicator.%
These% indicators% have% been%used% in%multiple% applied% studies% to% explore% different%
economies% and% economic% sectors.% Devereux% et% al.% (2004)% compare% the% degree% of%
spatial%agglomeration%in%UK%industry%with%the%US%and%France; Kolko (1999) uses the 
E-G index to evaluate the degree of concentration of three sectors (industry, financial 
services and consumer services) in the US in 1995; Leahy%et% al.% (2010)%analyse% the%
concentration%of%the%manufacturing%industry%in%Australia%in%two%periods,%1993<94%
and%1996<97,%using%the%E<G%and%M<S%(Maurel%and%Sédillot%1999)%indices,%with%three%
different% levels%of%spatial%disaggregation. Methodological alternatives other than the 
E-G index, which also summarise the information with a single figure, have also been 
used in the literature. Brülhart and Traeger (2005) and Cutrini (2008) use entropy-based 
indicators; Hallet (2000) uses a measure of concentration that reflects the spatial 
dispersion of production. Desmet and Fafchamps (2006) apply sigma and beta 
convergence methods.  Braunerhjelm and Johansson (2003) use the E-G index together 
with the locational Gini index to evaluate the degree of concentration of industrial 
subsectors in Sweden from 1975 to 1993;  Midelfart-Knarvik et al. (2004) use the 
locational Gini coefficient. Guimaraes%et%al.%(2011)%present%a%business%concentration%
indicator%in%which%they%use%the%classic%X%matrix%of%spatial%econometrics%to%account%
for%the%space%effect,%and%Menon%(2012)%recently%presented%another%modification%of%
the%E<G%index.%This%is%not%a%full%list,%and%only%reflects%the%interest%of%investigators%in%



 

 

business% activity% concentration. In% general,% the% conclusions% of% all% these% studies%
more%or%less%tend%to%confirm%the%spatial%agglomeration%of%industries.%%
Although%highly%informative,%the%type%of%indicators%that%summarise%information%

in% a% single% figure%present% two%main% shortcomings:% (i)% they% consider% that%discrete%
space% divided% into% a% set% of% geographical% units% raises% the% well<known%Modifiable%
Areal%Unit%Problem%(MAUP),%so%the%results%can%vary%depending%on%the%spatial%scale%
of%observation,%and%(ii)%most%of%them%do%not%use%the%spatial%structure%of%the%data.%
The%paper%by%Arbia%(2001)%represents%a%turning%point,%as%it%is%one%of%the%first%to%

attract% attention% to% the% fact% that% these% indicators% do% not% consider% geographic%
information:% ‘Economists)have)recently)devoted)an)increasing)attention)to)the)issue)
of)spatial)concentration)of)economic)activities.)However,)surprisingly)enough,)most)of)
the)empirical)work)is)still)based)on)the)computation)of)very)basic)statistical)measures)
in) which) the) geographical) characteristics) of) data) play) no) role.’) Different% studies%
were%subsequently%published%with%methodologies%that%take%distance%between%firms%
into% account.% Moreover,% the% growing% availability% of% large% databases% enables%
investigators% to% introduce%methods% that% analyse% the% spatial% distribution% of% firms%
using%microdata,%so%that%the%exact%geographic%coordinates%of%each%firm%is%relevant%
information%in%the%analysis. In%this% framework,%methodologies%are%being%explored%
that%consider%spatial%distribution%as%a%point%process,%seeing%a%cluster%of%economic%
activity%as%a%phenomenon%of%extra<concentration%relative%to%the%concentration%of%a%
spatial% distribution% of% firms% in% other% sectors.% These% are% described%by%Arbia% et% al.%
2008%as%'third)generation)measures'.%
Before% it% was% used% to% explore% the% spatial% patterns% of% economic% activity,% this%

strategy% was% widely% used% for% location% analysis% in% other% disciplines% (ecology,%
biology,%epidemiology,%etc.)%and%has%been%adapted,%with%some%or%no%modification,%
to%analyse%the%location%of%economic%activity%by%Marcon%and%Puech%(2003,%2010)%and%
Duranton%and%Overman%(2005,%2008).%%
Marcon%and%Puech%(2003)%analyse%industrial%location%patterns%in%the%Paris%area%

and% throughout% France% using% a% modification% of% Ripley’s% K% function,% Besag’s% L%
function.%The%same%authors,%Marcon%and%Puech%(2010)%present%a%new%'M'%function,%
with%better%than%the%previously%developed%properties.%
The%work%of%Duranton%and%Overman%(2005)%is%a%fundamental%reference,%as%they%

propose%a%location%measure%that%meets%a%set%of%desirable%conditions%that%guarantee%
results%that%are%comparable%between%sectors,%economies%and%instants%in%time.%The%
5% conditions,% or% properties% ((i)<(v)),% are% currently% a% point% of% reference% for%
evaluating% the% quality% of% new% indicators,% and% can% be% summarised% in% two:% (a)% the%
results%are%robust%to%the%geographic%units%of%reference,%and%(b)%they%are%found%in%a%
statistical%context%that%avoids%subjective%considerations.%This%methodology%has%also%
been%widely%applied%to%different%economies%(such%as%Albert%et%al.%2012).%
Other% studies% have% also% used%micro<data% to% explore% the% spatial% distribution% of%

firms,% including% Arbia% (2012),% who% uses% K<functions% under% non<homogeneous%
spatial% point% processes% and,% finally,% Kang% (2010)% and% Arbia% et% al.% (2010),% who%
approach% agglomeration% process% analysis% from% a% space<time% perspective.% They%



 

 

both%use%consolidated%measures%from%the%epidemiology%field%(K<functions%by%Arbia%
and%the%Kulldorff%scan%statistic%by%Kang)%instead%of%classic%indices.%
%

Agglomeration and the size of plants 
As these indicators developed, studies also explored the causes and/or consequences 

of clusters. From an economic perspective, authors primarily focused on the relationship 
between cluster and productivity (Ref ) and between cluster and firm size. The latter is 
the focal point of this paper.  

The study by Holmes and Stevens 2002 was one of the first1 to establish a 
relationship between business concentration and firm size using the Ellison–Glaeser 
index. In the abstract, the authors clearly affirm that ‘plants located in areas where an 
industry concentrates are larger, on average, than plants in the same industry outside 
such areas’. This relationship, moreover, is even stronger in the manufacturing sector.  

Barrios et al 2006 confirm the results of  Holmes and Stevens 2002 and extend them 
with the panel method, using exhaustive plant-level data for Irish manufacturing in the 
1973–2000 period. 

Lafourcade and Mion (2007) also extend the analysis of the relationship between 
plant size and spatial location patterns to include spatial dependence among geographic 
units. The authors clearly distinguish between business agglomeration and 
concentration. Using Italian manufacturing data (8192 Italian municipalities), they find 
strong evidence of a significant positive relationship between plant size and 
concentration, establishing that ‘Large establishments are therefore more concentrated 
but less agglomerated (in the sense of spatial auto-correlation), while small 
establishments are by contrast more agglomerated and less concentrated'. 

Duraton and Overman 2008 also confirm the relationship between clustering trends 
and firm size, with some qualifications2. 

All these papers approach the problem with classic business concentration measures, 
applied (i) on a national scale, examining all a country’s firms, and (ii) taking discrete 
space into consideration.  

 
 
Our)proposal)
Despite% this%wide% range%of% studies%of% industrial% agglomeration%processes,%with%

spatial%considerations%or%otherwise,%the%different%indicators%developed%to%date%only%
enable%us%to%assess%a%sector’s%degree%of%geographic%concentration%(first%and%second%
generation%measures),% or% characterise% the% nature% of% the% physical% scale% on%which%
this%agglomeration%occurs%(third%generation),%but%not%to% identify%regions%in%which%
there% are% significant% concentrations% of% activity.% Furthermore,% % although% the%
measures% use% spatial% information,% they% are% not% capable% of% presenting%maps% that%
                                                
1% Kim% (1995)% previously% reported% a% positive% correlation% between% concentration% and% both% average% plant% size% and% the%
intensity%of%raw%materials,%across%U.S.%manufacturing%industries.%
2%The%tendency%to%cluster%is%not%as%strong%for%large%as%for%medium<sized%firms%(the%author%used%deciles%to%classify%firm%size):%
‘the%tendency%of% large%establishments%to%localize%is%not%the%preserve%of%the%very%largest%establishments.%Quite%the%opposite,%
the%establishments%with%the%strongest%tendency%to%agglomerate%tend%to%be%those%in%the%top%quartile%but%not%in%the%top%decile’.%
On%the%other%hand,%the%authors%also%find%a%tendency%to%cluster%in%small%establishments.%



 

 

geographically% identify% areas%where% a% given% sector% has% a% high% level% of% economic%
activity.% Such% maps% would% be% an% excellent% tool% for% identifying,% confirming% or%
refuting% the%causes%of%agglomeration.% In% this%paper,%we%propose% to%overcome%this%
question%and%enlarge%the%battery%of%results%available%to%date.%%
Our%proposed%method%belongs%to%this%new%generation%of%indicators%that%consider%

continuous% space.% Following% the% classification% suggested% by% Arbia% (2008),% it% is% a%
‘third% generation’% measure.% It% also% meets% the% five% requirements% proposed% by%
Duranton% and% Overman% (2005).% Three% characteristics% favour% our% proposal:% (i)% it%
processes%information%on%a%micro%level,%considering%continuous%space%(in%the%point<
process%sense),%as%it%uses%each%firm’s%exact%geographic%coordinates,%and%is%therefore%
not%affected%by%the%MAUP%problem,%(ii)%it%identifies%precise%cluster%areas%and%edits%
activity%concentration%maps,%and%(iii)%enables%us%to%associate%a%degree%of%intensity%
and%statistical%significance%to%each%one. 

We focus on answering questions about how firms agglomerate in a large urban area, 
such as: Are there clusters? Where? What size are they and what forms do they take? 
Are larger found in different locations from smaller establishments? Are micro-
enterprises located in a certain area? Do large and small firms tend to be located 
following co-location spatial patterns? 
The%paper% is% divided% into% six% sections.% The% second%presents% our%methodology,%

illustrated% by% an% example.% We% apply% this% methodology% in% the% third% section% to%
identifying%high<tech%economic%activity%clusters%in%the%Greater%Toronto%Area.%In%the%
fourth,%we%discuss%the%relationship%between%business%agglomeration%and%firm%size.%
The%paper%ends%with%our%conclusions.%%
%
2.#Methods#

As specified in Marcon and Puech (2003), the K-density defined in the Duranton and 
Overman study is very similar to a spatial concentration measure based on a point 
distribution analysis, as widely used in fields such as ecology and epidemiology. This 
measure is known as Ripley’s K-function (1976, 1977). Scan test is another classic 
statistic in the spatial epidemiology field (Kulldorff and Nagarwalla 1995 and Kulldorff 
1997) and can also be useful for identifying clusters of economic activity. The scan 
methodology for studying areas of differential behaviour was developed depending on 
the type of random variable associated to the process under study. In this section, we 
present Bernoulli distribution and multinomial distribution. 

Basically, the scan test was designed to identify regions or areas with differential 
behaviour relative to others. To test the hypothesis, “windows” of different sizes and 
shapes focus on each location, comparing the observed values of the variable in each 
window with what could be expected under the null hypothesis, in our case the number 
of firms engaged in a given activity. The window scans the entire map, changing size 
and shape, to identify the area where the difference between the observed and expected 
values in the window is the greatest.  

Monte Carlo methods are then used to evaluate whether the difference is significant 
or not. When the first cluster (most likelihood cluster) has been identified, the process 



 

 

can be repeated in a search for secondary clusters by merely excluding the previously 
identified area(s) to prevent window overlap. High and/or low incidence windows can 
be identified, depending on the study’s objective.  

 
Spatial Scan Statistic, Bernoulli Model 

The spatial scan statistic ( Kulldorff and Nagarwalla 1995; Kulldorff, 1997) is 
currently one of the most widely used tools to investigate clustering of spatial events. 
The statistic is based on the simple yet powerful idea of using moving windows of 
varying size to “scan” a study area – an idea that can be traced back to the Geographical 
Analysis Machine of Openshaw et al. (1987). As the area is swept, the number of events 
within the window is counted. Initially the windows were circular, but further 
extensions now allow the use of other shapes (Tango and Takahashi, 2005; 
Yiannakoulias et al., 2007). The likelihood of the observed spatial pattern (the number 
of observed events within the window) is compared to the likelihood of the pattern 
under the null hypothesis (the expected number of events). Maximization of the ratio of 
these two likelihoods as a function of window size allows an analyst to identify the most 
likely spatial cluster, the second most likely cluster, and so on. Furthermore, it is 
possible to attach a probability value to each cluster in order to support inferential 
statements. 

Consider a study area G that contains a total of N firms engaged in different types of 
activity (agriculture, industry,...). Our interest focuses on a given economic activity or 
sector denoted A, and NA is the total number of sector A businesses in area G. We have 
information about the exact location of all the firms in G. Consider any firm located in 
“k” and denote the random Bernoulli variable Xk, the value of which is either 0 or 1, 
depending on whether or not the firm is engages in type A activity. Zk is the region 
contained in G around position k (circumference, ellipse or flexible shape). This area is 
abbreviated to Z. NZ is the total number of firms in region Z and NZ

A  represents the 
firms engaged in activity A in region Z.  

pA  denotes the likelihood of finding a firm engaged in activity A in Z and p
A

 is the 
likelihood of finding a firm engages in activity A outside Z. 

We then test the null hypothesis of 
H0: pA = pA   (= p)  and Xk are iid 
HA: pA > pA    ( or   pA < pA )  
Under null hypothesis iid, the likelihood function is 
LH0 = p

NA (1− p)
N−NA  

substituting p by its maximum likelihood estimator NA/N under H0  

sup
p

LH0 =
NA

NA (1− NA )
N−NA

N
 

Under the alternative hypothesis, the likelihood function takes on the form, 
LHA

= pA
NA
Z (1− pA )

NZ −N
A
Z pA

NA−N
A
Z (1− pA )

N−NZ −(NA−N
A
Z )  



 

 

And again substituting by the maximum likelihood estimators of pA  and p
A the 

expression of the likelihood function 

sup
pA pA

LHA =
NZ
A

NZ

⎛
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N AZ

1−
NZ
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NZ
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A
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A
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⎛
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⎞

⎠⎟

NA−N
A
Z

1−
NA − NZ

A
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⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

N−NZ −(NA−N
A
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The likelihood quotient is therefore a function of Z 

λZ =
sup
pA . pA

LHA

sup
p
LH0

 

Note that the denominator only depends on the total number of type A cases in G. 
The scan statistic scans the entire study region, looking for window Z, where the 

likelihood quotient is the highest, so the final expression of the statistic is 

 Λ1 = sup
Z∈Θ

λZ =
NZ
A

NZ

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
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NAZ

1−
NZ
A

NZ

⎛
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⎞
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A
Z

1−
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A
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⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

N−NZ−(NA−N
A
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I(.)
 

The Θ is a previous predetermined set of connected regions. It is the shape and size3 of 
the window that should be established for the scan statistic’s empirical implementation. 
For example, evaluation of elliptical windows is more time consuming but it provides 
greater flexibility. 

 In the previous expression, I() is an indicator function. When Λ  is set to scan only 
for clusters with high rates, I() is equal to 1 when the window has more cases than 
expected under the null-hypothesis, and 0 otherwise. The opposite is true when scan is 
set to scan only for clusters with low rates. When the program scans for clusters with 
either high or low rates, then I()=1 for all windows.  

Region Z* for which the likelihood quotient is the highest, receives the name of the 
most likely cluster (MLC). If the MLC is significant, the process is repeated to search 
for secondary clusters that do not overlap the MLC, and so on. 

The significance of the most likely cluster is obtained by Monte Carlo techniques 
(Dwass 1957). The procedure is implemented in SatScan free software: 
http://www.satscan.org 

 
Illustration 
An example would show us how the test works and what its results are like. Assume, 

as shown in Figure 1, a total of 180 firms distributed at random in a square, where 80 of 
them are type A and they are concentrated as shown in the figure. 
 

Figure 1: Illustration Scan Test 

                                                
3%The%size%is%the%maximum%coverage%of%cases%of%any%given%window.%



 

 

  
  = type A Most Likelihood Cluster 

 
The scan statistic identified a elliptical cluster centred on the observation of 

coordinates (8.01,6.45). In all, 38 observations are identified in the Most Likelihood 
Cluster, 34 of which are type A, when the expected number would have been 
38*(80/180)=16.89. Scan statistic=22.62 with a p-value of <0.001. 

The multinomial spatial scan statistic  
The multinomial version of the spatial scan statistic (Jung et al. 2010) is useful to 

investigate clustering when a discrete spatial variable can take one and only one of k 
possible outcomes that lack intrinsic order information. Following our above example, 
assume that the set of all firms can be divided into disjunct subsets that classify different 
types of firm {A1,...,Ak}. In our application, the firms will be classified by size. If the 
region defined by the moving window is denoted by Z, the null hypothesis for the 
statistic can be stated as follows: 

0 1 1 2 2: ; ;...; ;...;j j k kH p q p q p q p q= = = =   (1) 
where pj is the probability of a type j event inside the window Z, and qj is the probability 
of a type j event outside the window. In other words, under the null hypothesis of no 
clustering, for any given window the likelihood of an event being inside or outside the 
window is the same. The alternative hypothesis is that for at least one type of event, the 
probability of being of that type is different in and outside the window. 

The statistic is constructed as a likelihood ratio, and takes the following form after 
transformation using the natural logarithm: 

 

Λ2 = sup
Z∈Θ

NZ
j log

NZ
j

NZ

⎛
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⎞
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⎫
⎬
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N
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟j

∑
⎧
⎨
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⎫
⎬
⎪
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 (2) 

 
In equation (2), S is the total number of events in the study area and Nj is the total 

number of type j events. The superscript Z denotes the same but for the sub-region 
defined by the moving window. The theoretical distribution of the statistic under the 
null hypothesis is unknown, and therefore significance is evaluated numerically by 
simulating neutral landscapes (obtained using a random spatial process) and contrasting 
the empirically calculated statistic with the frequency of values obtained from the 
neutral landscapes. 



 

 

 
3. Spatial Cluster of high-tech industry and knowledge-intensive services in 
Greater Toronto Area 

In this section, we use the scan statistic to identify regions (spatial clusters) with high 
tech and knowledge-intensive industry and services in the Greater Toronto area. 

 
The data 
The database comprises a total of 241009 firms georeferenced at 37663 different 

locations in the Greater Toronto area (GTA). In all, the surface area explored is a large 
urban area of over 6400 Km2. For each firm, we know its exact location (latitude and 
longitude), the sector to which it belongs (SIC code) and its number of employees, 
according to a categorical scale that identifies firm size. We focus on three types of high 
tech firms: (i) HT-M: High Technology Manufacturing; (ii) MHT-M: Medium-High 
Technology Manufacturing; (iii) HT-KIS: High Technology in Knowledge-Intensive 
Services. The identification of the firms that belong to each of these groups is based on 
the Eurostat classification4. Firms were classified into four groups by size: Micro (<10), 
Small (<50), Medium (<250) and Large (≥250), based on Eurostat criteria5. Table 1 
shows a brief statistical detail of the business structure of GTA available in the 
database, giving 3623 firms in the HT-M sector (1.5% of the total), 12358 in MHT-M 
(5.13%) and 5040 firms in HT-KIS (2.09%). 

Elliptical windows were selected in order to correctly identify the cluster, limiting 
the maximum number of firms in the analysed sector that a cluster can contain.  

 
Table&1:!Number!and!percentage!of!firms!by!type!and!size!

!

! ! Size!firms!

! No.!of!firms!(%)! No.!employees!(%)! Mic! S! M! L!

HT?M! 3623!(1.50%)! 64922!(2.10%)! 79.80%! 15.68%! 3.62%! 0.77%!

MHT?M! 12358!(5.13%)! 190780!(6.17%)! 78.25%! 17.42%! 3.71%! 0.60%!

HT?KIS! 5040!(2.09%)! 102137!(3.30%)! 77.80%! 18.13%! 3.21%! 0.81%!

Total! 241009! 3093340! 79.95%! 16.39%! 3.21%! 0.45%!

 
(i) Spatial)cluster)of)high)activity)in)HTBM)

Table 2 shows information about areas identified by the scan statistic in which there is 
more than expected HT-M activity. A total of 4 statistically significant (p-value<0.05) 
clusters are identified. Figure 2 shows the location, size and shape of all the identified 
clusters. The first three (#1,2,3-HT-M) are large and located in peripheral areas, 
showing that this type of firm prefers to be located on the outskirts of cities, with easier 
accessibility and probably lower land prices.  
 
                                                
4

 The http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_SDDS/Annexes/htec_esms_an2.pdf website provides detailed information about 
activity codes. Conversion between SIC and Nace Rev 1.1 codes followed the consistency system published in the official 
Canadian statistical centre http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/industry-industrie-eng.htm#a2 and 
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/concordances-classifications-eng.htm. Details of the SIC codes included in each category can 
be found in Annex I .  

5%http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts<figures<analysis/sme<definition/index_en.htm%



 

 

Table 2: HT-M cluster in GTA 
#ID Size NZ NA E[NA] NA/E[NA] Λ1 p-value 

1-HT-M 640 7052 243  106.0  2.3  64.8  <0.001 

2-HT-M 749 7480 231  112.4  !2.1!  47.9  <0.001 

3-HT-M 955 10412 267  156.5  !1.7!  33.8  <0.001 

4-HT-M 36 97 12  1.5  !8.0!  14.5  0.030 
Size=number of locations in cluster; Nz=Number of firms in cluster; NA=number of type A firms; E[NA]=Expected number of sector A 
firms in Z; Λ1= Statistic value ; p-value 

 
The elliptical shape of the clusters is adapted to the major communication routes that 
ensure their easy accessibility and “embrace” key access points, as they are in the 
proximity of major nodes: airports, railway stations and large motorway junctions. 
The largest cluster, 1-HT-M (detail on Figure 2a), occupies a surface area of 
approximately 55Km2 and comprises 640 locations housing 7052 firms, 243 of which 
are HT. Under the null hypothesis, we would expect to find 106.0=7052*(3623/241009) 
HT firms, so the observed/expected ratio is 2.3. The cluster’s location is strategic, as the 
firms are distributed along highway 401, surrounding Toronto’s most important airport, 
Pearson International. 
The second cluster, 2-HT-M (Figure 2b), is on a junction between highways 404 and la 
407, by Buttonville Municipal Airport. Buttonville Municipal Airport is a medium-sized 
airport in Buttonville in Markham, bordering Richmond Hill and 29 km north of 
downtown Toronto. This cluster comprises 7480 firms, 231 of which are classified as 
HT. 
 

Figure 2: HT-M cluster in GTA 

 



 

 

  
 

Figure 2a: 1-HT-M  Figure 2b: 2-HT-M Figure 2c: : 3-HT-M 
 
The third of the clusters, 3-HT-M, (Figure 2c) contains the largest total number of firms 
and surrounds Toronto’s most important railway station, CN McMillan Yard. 
MacMillan Yard is the largest rail classification yard in Canada. It is operated by 
Canadian National Railway and is located 20 km north of downtown Toronto in 
Vaughan, Ontario. The yard measures 4 miles in length and 1 mile in width with a 
north-south orientation. It is highly accessible, as the property is bordered by four main 
roads. 
 
(ii) Spatial)cluster)of)high)activity)in)MHTBM)
The spatial distribution of clusters of medium-high tech sector firms (MHT-M) is 

similar to that of HT-M firms: (a) they prefer peripheral areas and (b) their elliptical 
shape is conditioned by major routes of communication. They even occasionally 
overlap with HT-M clusters. Figure 3 shows the location, size and shape of MHT-M 
clusters.  

Table 3 shows details of the composition of clusters with a significantly larger than 
expected number of MHT-M firms. There are a total of 16 high incidence areas with 
two large clusters (1-MHT-M and 2-MHT-M) that are clearly elliptical, fitting in to one 
of the main routes of entry into Toronto. The most likely cluster 1-MHT-M comprises 
11493 firms, 1359 of which belong to MHT-M sectors, while only 589.3 would be 
expected, so the observed/expected ratio is 2.3.  

Table 3: Cluster MHT-M number of firms 
#ID Size NZ NA E[NA] NA/E[NA] Λ1 p-value 

1?MHT?M 990 11493 1359 589.3 2.3 412.2 <0.001 
2?MHT?M 1229 12035 1257 617.1 2.0 252.3 <0.001 
3?MHT?M 167 1403 191 71.9 2.7 73.5 <0.001 
4?MHT?M 121 1558 185 79.9 2.3 51.4 <0.001 
5?MHT?M 426 3581 315 183.6 1.7 42.0 <0.001 
6?MHT?M 30 454 74 23.3 3.2 38.1 <0.001 
7?MHT?M 32 326 60 16.7 3.6 35.9 <0.001 
8?MHT?M 129 1108 128 56.8 2.3 33.4 <0.001 
9?MHT?M 177 1146 129 58.8 2.2 29.2 <0.001 
10?MHT?M 50 930 107 47.7 2.2 28.8 <0.001 
11?MHT?M 33 315 50 16.2 3.1 24.7 <0.001 
12?MHT?M 10 171 32 8.8 3.6 20.0 <0.001 
13?MHT?M 58 288 42 14.8 2.8 17.1 0.004 
14?MHT?M 25 197 35 10.1 3.5 16.3 0.009 
15?MHT?M 29 110 23 5.6 4.1 15.6 0.012 



 

 

16?MHT?M 6 279 39 14.3 2.7 15.3 0.017 
Size=number of locations that form the cluster; Nz=Number of firms in the cluster; NA=number of type A firms; E[NA]=Expected number 
of sector A firms in Z; Λ1= Statistic value 

 
Cluster 2-MHT-M is located along highway 407, one of the most important Canadian 

highways; it leads to the US to the south and to Montreal and Quebec in the north. This 
is also an important cluster and it comprises 12035 firms, 1257 of which are MHT-M. 
The location of the 2-MHT-M cluster is also strategic, as it “embraces” Pearson 
International Airport with a location very similar to that of cluster 1-HT-M.  Therefore, 
in both HT-M and MHT-M, the most likely cluster is located around the main airport.  

Another three smaller clusters (3,4,5-MH-M) are found to the northwest of the GTA. 
The rest of the clusters are small (less than 1200 firms) and are dispersed by GTA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Spatial cluster MHT-M in Toronto 

 
 

 
(iii) Spatial)cluster)of)high)activity)in)HTBKIS)
Finally, the spatial distribution of HT-KIS firms follows a different pattern to that of 

industrial firms. A total of seven areas with a significantly greater than expected density 



 

 

of HT-KIS firms are identified with details on Table 4. Six of these clusters are 
medium-sized and comprise more than 1000 firms. 

  
Table 4: Cluster HT-KIS in GTA number of firms 

#ID Size NZ NA E[NA] NA/E[NA] Λ1 p-value 
1?HT?KIS 411 6024 326 126.0! !2.6! !115.2! !<0.001! 
2?HT?KIS 680 7332 330 !153.3! !2.2! !80.1! !<0.001! 
3?HT?KIS 152 1422 90 !29.7! !3.0! !40.3! !<0.001! 
4?HT?KIS 81 1939 90 !40.6! !2.2! !21.9! !<0.001! 
5?HT?KIS 1445 7182 231 !150.2! !1.5! !17.1! !0.003! 
6?HT?KIS 419 3566 133 !74.6! !1.8! !15.5! !0.015! 
7?HT?KIS 64 133 16 !2.8! !5.8! !15.5! !0.015! 

Size=number of locations in cluster; Nz=Number of firms in cluster; NA=number of type A firms; E[NA]=Expected number of 
sector A firms in Z; Λ1= Statistic value; p-value 

 
Figure 4 shows some location preferences in the city centre. Most of the firms in this 

groups are telephony and audio visual enterprises (TV and Radio). Three clusters are 
identified in this central area: one downtown in the Entertainment District, another 
around the University of Toronto and a third in the proximity of highway 404. 

The most likely cluster, 1-HT-KIS is in the financial district (detail Figure 4a). It 
comprises 6024 firms, 326 of which belong to the sector, with an observed/expected 
ratio of 2.6. The second most likely cluster, 2-HT-KIS (detail Figure 4b), comprising 
7232 firms, is around the junction of highways 404 and 407, at the same location as 
cluster 2-MH-M and also surrounding Buttonville Municipal Airport. Cluster 3-HT-KIS 
is smaller, but also located by Pearson International Airport. 

 
Figure 4: Spatial cluster HT-KIS in GTA 
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Figure 4b: 
2-MHT-M 



 

 

 
 

4. Spatial Cluster and Size of firms in Greater Toronto Area 
In this section, we want to add to our findings and confirm or refute the hypothesis 

presented in Holmes and Stevens 2002 on a point process level, using scan test 
methodology. Our analysis is not of an entire country, as was the case of Holmes and 
Stevens 2002, but a large metropolitan area. It is unclear whether results found on a 
national scale can be applied to urban levels.  

For this analysis, we independently consider each of the three groups of firms (HT-
M, MHT-M and HT-KIS) and study their spatial distribution according to size. We use 
scan methodology, which enables us to identify business clusters with abnormal 
compositions (according to size) that are statistically significant relative to expected 
values. 

For example, if we consider the percentage distribution of firms shown on Table 1, in 
the HT-M group, under the null hypothesis, the likelihood of finding a micro-enterprise 
is PM=0.7980, the likelihood of a small firm is PS=0.1568; and PMe=0.0362 and 
PB=0.0077. By scanning the surface area with windows of different size and shape we 
will search for areas where this distribution of probabilities is different and statistically 
significant. 

Using this method, and relating our results to those presented in section 2, we will 
answer questions such as: Are areas with high HT-M firm density dominated by large 
firms? Do small firms also form clusters? Where small and larger firms are located? 

 
(i) Spatial)cluster)in)HTBM)and)firm)size)
We first study HT-M firms, with a total of 3623. We identify eight clusters with a p-

value of < 0.05. Their location, size and shape are shown on Figure 5. For each cluster, 
Table 5 shows the number of firms involved, the expected number under the null 
hypothesis of random distribution and the observed/expected value ratio. It also shows 
the value of the Λ2 statistic and the p-value. 

The clusters identified with B, D and E, consist of larger firms (Table 5) and 
completely or partly coincide with the location of the HT-M clusters identified in the 
previous section (in black in Figure 5). The clusters’ spatial coincidence confirms the 
close relationship between agglomeration and firm size discussed in Holmes and 
Stevens 2002. Cluster D-HT-M partially coincides with 1-HT-M; cluster B-HT-M 
around McMillen station coincides with 2-HT-M; cluster E-HT-M coincides with the 
junction between highways 404 and 407 and the 3-HT-M cluster. 

 Our analysis also shows cluster F-HT-M, characterised by a large proportion of 
small and medium-sized firms, with an elliptical shape, going from the airport to 
highway 404. 
%

Table&5:!Spatial!Cluster!of!size!firms!of!HT?M!

!
! ! Number!of!observed!firms! N.!of!expected!firms!under!H0! Ratio!

Cluster! Λ2! p?value! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L!

A?HT?M! 32.57! <0.001! 176! 2! 0! 0! 142.2! 27.9! 6.4! 1.4! 1.2! 0.1! 0.0! 0.0!



 

 

B?HT?M! 27.46! <0.001! 59! 41! 10! 6! 92.7! 18.2! 4.2! 0.9! 0.6! 2.3! 2.4! 6.7!

C?HT?M! 23.06! <0.001! 173! 6! 0! 0! 143.0! 28.1! 6.5! 1.4! 1.2! 0.2! 0.0! 0.0!

D?HT?M! 22.94! <0.001! 79! 35! 19! 4! 109.5! 21.5! 5.0! 1.1! 0.7! 1.6! 3.8! 3.8!

E?HT?M! 21.17! <0.001! 84! 43! 17! 2! 116.7! 22.9! 5.3! 1.1! 0.7! 1.9! 3.2! 1.8!

F?HT?M! 20.19! <0.001! 89! 51! 14! 0! 123.1! 24.2! 5.6! 1.2! 0.7! 2.1! 2.5! 0.0!

G?HT?M! 17.29! 0.003! 162! 9! 0! 0! 136.6! 26.9! 6.2! 1.3! 1.2! 0.3! 0.0! 0.0!

H?HT?M! 14.85! 0.031! 96! 2! 0! 0! 78.3! 15.4! 3.6! 0.8! 1.2! 0.1! 0.0! 0.0!
Mic=Micro;! S=!Small;!M=Medium;!L=Large.!Under!H0!of! random!distribution!of! firms! in! the!metropolitan!area,! the!%!of! firms!of!each! type! is!
expected!to!be!p1=0.7980;!p2=0.1568;!p3=0.0362;!p4=0.0077!

 
Another four clusters (A, C, G and H) are also identified with a large number of 

micro-enterprises (in blue in Figure 5) and nearly no firms of any other size. These 
clusters do not coincide with HT-M agglomerations, but are consistent with the results 
of Duraton and Overman (2008) regarding proximity between small firms. The clusters 
are located in the city centre, cluster C-HT-M along Yonge Street, cluster A-HT-M in 
the financial district, cluster G-HT-M. None of these clusters coincide with those 
identified in the previous section. The probable causes of these clusters of small firms is 
proximity to the customer, as they are located in the area with the greatest population 
density. 

 
Figure 5: Spatial cluster of size firm in GTA 

 
In black, the clusters identified in the previous section, according to type of activity. In 
red cluster of larger firms. In blue cluster of micro-firms 

 
 Spatial cluster in MHT-M and firm size 
With regards to the firms included in the MHT-M sector, their location patterns are 

similar to those detected in HT-M firms. The results are shown on Table 6 and Figure 6.  



 

 

It is not surprising to once again find large firms on the outskirts of Toronto. Clusters 
B, D and G are in an outer ring delimited by highway 407. They spatially coincide with 
the clusters of MHT-M firms identified in the previous section, again confirming the 
relationship between agglomeration and size. Note that small cluster 7-MHT-M 
comprises only 19 locations of small and medium-sized enterprises. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Spatial cluster MHT-M in Toronto 

 
In black, the clusters identified in the previous section, according to type of activity. In 
red cluster of larger firms. In blue cluster of micro-firms 

 
The location of micro-enterprise clusters also coincides with the area with the 

greatest population density of Toronto. Four micro-enterprise clusters (in blue in Figure 
6) are identified (A, C, E and F). The first three are in the city centre, with a pattern that 
is nearly identical to that of HT-M firms. None of these clusters coincides with a sector 
high activity cluster. Finally, a cluster formed by medium-sized enterprises (F-MHT-M) 
is identified in north-western Toronto. This cluster coincides with the cluster 5-MHT-
northwestern 
%

Table&6:!MHT?M!according!to!firm!size!



 

 

!
! ! No.!of!observed!firms! No.!of!expected!firms!under!H0! Ratio!

Cluster! Λ2! p?value! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L!

A?MHT?M! 68.51! <0.001! 1058! 90! 13! 3! 911.0! 202.8! 43.2! 7.0! 1.2! 0.4! 0,3! 0.4!

B?MHT?M! 59.82! <0.001! 751! 321! 80! 6! 906.3! 201.8! 43.0! 6.9! 0.8! 1.6! 1.9! 0.9!

C?MHT?M! 57.46! <0.001! 980! 81! 20! 3! 848.4! 188.9! 40.3! 6.5! 1.2! 0.4! 0,5! 0.5!

D?MHT?M! 42.34! <0.001! 713! 271! 72! 12! 835.8! 186.1! 39.7! 6.4! 0.9! 1.5! 1.8! 1.9!

E?MHT?M! 34.05! <0.001! 487! 36! 7! 1! 415.6! 92.5! 19.7! 3.2! 1.2! 0.4! 0.4! 0.3!

F?MHT?M! 22.01! <0.001! 856! 106! 27! 6! 778.7! 173.4! 37.0! 6.0! 1.1! 0.6! 0.7! 1.0!

G?MHT?M! 17.88! 0.013! 3! 15! 1! 0! 14.9! 3.3! 0.7! 0.1! 0.2! 4.5! 1.4! 0.0!
Mic=Micro;!S=!Small;!M=Medium;!L=Large.!Under!H0!of!random!distribution!of!firms!in!the!metropolitan!area,!the!%!of!firms!of!each!type!is!expected!to!
be!p1=0.7825;!p2=0.1742;!p3=0.0371;!p4=0.0060!

%
%
%
%
(ii) Spatial)cluster)in)HTBKIS)firm)size)
With regards to HT-KIS firms, there is no real evidence relating clusters with high 

proportions of firms from this sector to clusters of large firms. As Figure 7 shows, the 
clusters with large proportions of large firms (A and E) are located in the centre, and 
only cluster E-HT-KIS partially coincides with cluster 1-HT-M.  
%

Figure 7: Spatial cluster HT-KIS in Toronto 

 
In black, the clusters identified in the previous section, according to type of activity. In 
red cluster of larger firms. In blue cluster of micro-firms 

 
There is also spatial coincidence between cluster B-HT-KIS, characterised by a large 
proportion of small and medium-size businesses, and clusters 3-HT-M and 6-HT-M 
located around the airport.%

 



 

 

Table&7:!Cluster!HT?KIS!according!to!firm!size!

!
! ! Number!of!observed!firms! N.!of!expected!firms!under!H0! Ratio!

Cluster! Λ2! p?value! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L! Mic! S! M! L!

A?HT?KIS! 27.55! <0.001! 88! 21! 25! 6! 109.0! 25.4! 4.5! 1.1! 0.8! 0.8! 5.6! 5.3!

B?HT?KIS! 25.94! <0.001! 118! 69! 19! 0! 160.3! 37.4! 6.6! 1.7! 0.7! 1.9! 2.9! 0.0!

C?HT?KIS! 19.22! 0.003! 197! 17! 0! 0! 166.6! 38.8! 6.9! 1.7! 1.2! 0.4! 0.0! 0.0!

D?HT?KIS! 19.13! 0.004! 181! 10! 2! 0! 150.2! 35.0! 6.2! 1.6! 1.2! 0.3! 0.3! 0.0!

E?HT?KIS! 17.71! 0.008! 98! 50! 14! 5! 130.0! 30.3! 5.4! 1.4! 0.8! 1.7! 2.6! 3.7!

F?HT?KIS! 15.73! 0.026! 0! 6! 1! 2! 7.0! 1.6! 0.3! 0.1! 0.0! 3.7! 3.5! 27.3!
Mic=Micro;!S=!Small;!M=Medium;!L=Large;!Under!H0!of!random!distribution!of!firms!in!the!metropolitan!area.!the!%!of!firms!of!each!type!is!expected!
to!be!p1=0.7780;!p2=0.1813;!p3=0.0321;!p4=0.0081;!

%
As in the previous cases, clusters with large proportions of micro-enterprises (E-HT-

KIS and F-HT-KIS) are found in the heart of the GTA, showing a preference for 
districts with a high population density. 
%
5. Conclusions 
#

The analysis of spatial firm location patterns has been widely studied  by economists 
and geographers, hence the large number of papers that, in the last twenty years, have 
helped to understand the complex mechanisms behind the location of economic activity, 
largely focusing on industrial sectors. Furthermore, a large number of indicators have 
been developed to quantify such agglomeration effects.  

This paper analyses spatial clusters in industry using a methodology that, like K-
functions, is imported from spatial epidemiology, where it is widely used. It has three 
important advantages: (a) it enables us to work with micro-data, considering continuous 
space in the point-process sense, although it can also be applied to aggregate data, (b) it 
spatially identifies areas (clusters) with other than expected characteristics, showing 
exactly where they are, and (c) it enables us to associate both a level of intensity and a 
measure of significance to each cluster. 

The analysis of more than 240000 firms located in one of the largest metropolitan 
areas in the American content confirms that major communication centres, airports, 
railway stations and major road junctions, attract both HT-M and MHT-M firms. The 
airport is part of the activity of the small and medium-sized firms in all the analysed 
sectors. 

It is confirmed that there is a relationship between agglomeration and firm size not 
only in the aggregate but also in urban settings. This relationship is clear in 
manufacturing firms but not so evident in HT-KIS sectors. 
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